anaging Risk

Primary assumption of risk

As

we enter the mid-summer season and
recreational activities are at their peak,
the issue of potential liability for public agencies
providing recreational activities or for individuals
engaging in hazardous recreational activities on
agency property remains a hot topic.
We have heard the term “Primary Assumption of
Risk”, but what does that entail. Below are two
cases that looked at the “Primary Assumption of
Risk” doctrine and arrived at two different results.

What is the “Primary Assumption of Risk”
Doctrine?
California’s “primary assumption of the risk” doctrine
was first set forth in Knight v. Jewett (1992) 3 Cal.4th
296. That case involved a plaintiff ’s claim for personal
injuries sustained when the defendant knocked her over
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and stepped on her finger while they were playing touch
football. At issue was how the courts should apply the
traditional legal defense of assumption of risk, in light
of the comparative fault principles that had recently
evolved in California jurisprudence.
In Knight, the California Supreme Court focused on
legal duty: “In cases involving ‘primary assumption of
risk’ – where, by virtue of the nature of the activity and
the parties’ relationship to the activity, the defendant
owes no legal duty to protect the plaintiff from the
particular risk of harm that caused the injury – the
doctrine continues to operate as a complete bar to
the plaintiff ’s recovery. In cases involving ‘secondary
assumption of risk’ – where the defendant does owe a
duty of care to plaintiff, but the plaintiff proceeds to
encounter a known risk imposed by the defendant’s
breach of duty— the doctrine is merged into the
comparative fault scheme…”
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“The doctrine of primary assumption
of risk is applied to certain sports or
sports-related recreational activities where
‘conditions or conduct that otherwise
might be viewed as dangerous often are
an integral part of the sport itself ’ and
their removal would alter the nature of
the sport. The overriding consideration
in the application of primary assumption
of risk is to avoid imposing a duty which
might chill vigorous participation in the
implicated activity and thereby alter its
fundamental nature.”

Primary Assumption Of Risk
Doctrine Upheld*
Brett Bretsch lost his life following a fall
from his skateboard as he was traveling
downhill, without a helmet, when the
front wheels of his board struck a gap
between the paved road and a cement
collar surrounding a manhole cover,
which stopped the wheels and ejected him
from the board. His father and brother
brought a wrongful death action against
the Mammoth Community Water District
which was the entity responsible for
inspecting and maintaining the manhole
cover and the Sierra Star Community
Association, the owner of the private road
where the accident occurred.
Skateboarding, like many other extreme
sports, is an activity done for the thrill of
it, requiring physical exertion as well as
elements of skill involving risk of injury.
Although Brett was not performing a
trick on his skateboard at the time of the
accident, the court noted that falling was an
inherent risk of skateboarding and because
he was skating (“cruising”) down a hill,
the activity of merely riding a skateboard
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was subject to the doctrine of primary
assumption of risk. The attorneys for the
plaintiffs claimed that Brett was riding
his skateboard simply as a means of
transportation (he was heading to meet
his father at the bottom of the hill) yet the
court noted that Brett was coming down
the hill on the wrong side of the street
without a helmet which potentially was
more dangerous than simply performing a
trick on a skateboard.
Importantly, neither defendant played
any role in Brett’s participation in
skateboarding that day. Neither the Water
District nor the Homeowners Association
held out the roadway or manhole cover
as an appropriate place to skateboard or
in any other way represented that the
roadway or manhole cover was a safe place
for skateboarding. To impose a duty on
road owners and water districts, whether
private or public, to make the roads and
utility access points safe for skateboarding
would amount to an unnecessary
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burden. The trial judge granted summary
judgment for both defendants and the
Court of Appeal affirmed.
Participants in sports or sport-like activities
incur a risk of significant injury or death.
Typically, a defendant owes no duty to
protect such a participant. The nature of
the sport and the nature of the role of the
defendants continue to be the two most
important factors in applying the primary
assumption of risk doctrine.
*Borton Perini – Insurance Defense June, 2016

Primary Assumption of Risk
Defense in a Classroom Setting*
The primary assumption of risk doctrine
is not a defense to a negligent supervision
claim against a school district.
The Third District Court of Appeal,
reversing the Placer County Superior
Court’s Judgment, held that primary
Continued on page 42
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Managing risk [continued]
assumption of risk is not a complete defense where a
student was injured attempting a “flip” while practicing
break dancing in his classroom when his teacher was
not present. Roseville City School District teacher,
Alan Hall, gave his middle school students, including
Plaintiff Uriel Jimenez, permission to practice break
dancing in his classroom for a school talent show. While
the teacher was away from the classroom, Jimenez was
injured while doing a “flip.” Jimenez sued the district,
alleging negligence and negligent supervision. The trial
court ultimately granted summary judgment in favor
of the district, applying the primary assumption of risk
doctrine, to find that Jimenez had assumed the risk of
injury by participating in break dancing

The opinion clearly emphasizes two important
factual issues. First, there was no supervisor in the
classroom when the injury occurred. Second, the
assistant principal had forbidden flipping, but did not
communicate that to the teachers. The duty to supervise
under Education Code 44807 establishes a duty in
this case. Although it does not exclude the possibility
of primary assumption of risk defense applying in the
appropriate factual scenario, here the appellate court
indicated that a jury could have found that the lack
of supervision constituted a breach of the duty that
the district owed to Jimenez, proximately causing his
injuries, especially in light of the recent prohibition by
the assistant principal. Thus, with the evidence viewed
in Jimenez’ favor, Jimenez’ negligent supervision claim
should have survived the district’s
summary judgment motion.

In discussing the primary
assumption of risk doctrine, the
Third District Court of Appeal
It is extremely unlikely that
indicated that the theory is a
The decision in this case is not a
any court would absolve a
complete bar to recovery. It applies
surprise. The presence of an adult
school district of its statutory
when, as a matter of law, the
in the room acts as a deterrent
duty to supervise under the
defendant owes no duty to guard
to risky behavior. It is extremely
against a particular risk of harm.
primary assumption defense,
unlikely that any court would
In contrast, secondary assumption
absolve a school district of its
which essentially means that
of risk applies when the defendant
statutory duty to supervise under
the defendant does not owe
owes a duty, but a plaintiff has
the primary assumption defense,
a duty of care to protect the
knowingly encountered a risk of
which essentially means that the
plaintiff from the risk inherent
injury caused by the defendant’s
defendant does not owe a duty of
breach. Although the defense has
in the activity.
care to protect the plaintiff from
been applied to public schools for
the risk inherent in the activity.
extracurricular sports activities, it
The statutory duty to supervise,
has not been applied in a public
and the public policy behind it,
school setting to activities during
is too strong to be eliminated in
the school day. There was evidence
factual scenarios where the injury
in the case that the school’s
arises in the classroom as opposed
Assistant Principal had recently
to extracurricular, recreational or
forbidden certain students from performing flips at
sporting activities.
school, but the teacher was not aware of this. The case
*Case Review from Spinelli Donald & Nott, June, 2016
was not about the possible liability of co-participants
in recreational activity, or of an instructor in a
Each case is driven by the facts and different jurisdictions
recreational activity towards a student.
my find different reasoning behind the Primary
Assumption of Risk Doctrine to establish liability.
The Third District Court of Appeal indicated that
this case was about the possible liability of a school,
Each agency must understand the potential risks
because a teacher broke school rules and allowed
involved in providing recreational activities to the public
middle school students to engage in a potential risky
or allowing recreational activities on properties owned
activity, break dancing, in the classroom without
or maintained by the respective public agency.
supervision. The Court indicated that it does not want
schools to allow children to congregate in unsupervised For more information, please contact SDRMA Chief Risk
classrooms to engage in physical activities that can
Officer Dennis Timoney at dtimoney@sdrma.org or call
easily spiral into dangerous activities, given the known
800.37.7790.
proclivities of children to engage in horseplay, etc.
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